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UNT Media Library:
Portal to Texas History:

texashistory.unt.edu

Google Books:

Specific Citation:
“A good website provided by the University of North Texas is the ‘Portal to Texas History’: www.texashistory.unt.edu”


Matthews, Charles R. *The Early Years of the Permanent University Fund from 1836 to 1937*. Austin, Tex: University of Texas Libraries, 2006. Internet resource.


Specific citations:
Acknowledgements: “Another valuable resource was the Portal to Texas History website. You can visit them here: texashistory.unt.edu/searchform.tk1


Specific citations:
http://texashistory.unt.edu/data/UNT/Books/meta-pth -61 l0.tkl. This online book explains why the Mexican army withdrew from Texas after it lost at the Battle of San Jacinto. "History of the Revolution in Texas, Particularly of the War ...


Specific citation:
John Sansom, The Massacre on the Nueces River: The Story of a Civil War Tragedy, as Related by R. H. Williams and John W. Sansom (Grand Prairie,
Texas: Frontier Times Publishing House, n.d.),  

Specific citations:  

Specific citations:  
Bibliography: Portal to Texas History. http://texashistory.unt.edu

Specific Citation:  
Pg. 141: “Exercises: What do you think? Check out some of these digital initiatives and report on their scope ... Portal to Texas History, http://texashistory.unt.edu/”


Google Scholar:  


Matthews, Charles R. “The Early Years of the Permanent University Fund from 1836 to 1937.” Diss. The University of Texas at Austin, 2006.


Google Books:


Specific citation:

**Specific citations:**

**UNT Digital Library:**

digital.library.unt.edu

**Google Books:**


**Specific citations:**


**Specific citation:**


*Specific citations:*


*Specific citations:*


*Specific citation:*


*Specific citation:*


*Specific citation:*


*Specific citation:*


*Specific citation:*


*Specific citation:*


*Specific citation:*


Specific citation:

Specific citations:

Specific citation:


Specific citation:

Specific Citation:


*Specific citation:*


*Specific citation:*


*Specific citation:*


*Specific citation:*


*Specific Citation:*
Pg. 126. “Take-a-look Project: Examples of the variety of digital libraries...University of North Texas Digital Library – www. digital.library.unt.edu”

Specific citation:


Specific citation:


Specific citation:
http://digital.library.unt.edu/permalink/meta-dc-4847:1

http://digital.library.unt.edu/permalink/meta-dc-4847:1

Google Scholar:


Mann, Georgia A. *John Buchan (1875-1940) and the First World War a Scot's Career in Imperial Britain*. 1999. Print.


Kalkwarf, Tracy L. *Questioning Voices: Dissent and Dialogue in the Poetry of Emily and Anne Brontë.* 2000.


Harris, Steven A., *Attrition Rates of Teachers Trained in Alternative Teacher Certification Programs, Those Trained in the Centers for the Professional Development of Teachers, and Those Trained in Traditional University Programs*. [Denton, Tex.]: University of North Texas, 2002. Print.


Lawrence, Anne. *Feminist Design Methodology considering the Case of Maria Kipp*. [Denton, Tex.]: University of North Texas, 2003. Print.


White, Jessica C. *Comparative Bioavailability of Dietary and Dissolved Cadmium to Freshwater Aquatic Snails*. [Denton, Tex.]: University of North Texas, 2003. Print.


Sordo, Sean. Hate speech and Internet hate sites: The use of Internet filters in public libraries. 2007.


Kessler, Bridget. "In Jail, No Notice, No Hearing.... No Problem - A Closer Look at Immigration Detention and the Due Process Standards of the International Covenant on Civil and


Bhatti, R. *Internet Use among Faculty Members in the Changing Higher Education Environment at the Islamia University of Bahawalpur, Pakistan*. Library Philosophy and Practice, 2010.


JSTOR:
Specific citations:

Specific Citation:

Specific Citation:

Specific citation:

Academic Search Complete:

Specific citation:


Specific Citation:


Specific Citation:

Specific citation:

Specific Citation:

Specific Citation:
Benefits Improvement And Protection Act (BIPA) http://digital.library.unt.edu/govdocs/crs/permalink/meta-crs-1363:1

Specific Citation:

Specific citation:

Specific Citation:

Specific Citation:


Specific Citation:


Specific citation:


Specific Citation:


Specific Citation:


Specific Citation:
JON O. SHIMABUKURO, THE FEDERAL ARBITRATION ACT: BACKGROUND AND


Specific Citation:


Specific Citation:


Specific Citation:


Specific citation:

Ryan, Quinn T. "Beyond BATSA: Getting Serious About State Corporate Tax Reform."


Specific Citation:


Specific Citation:


Specific citations:


Specific Citation:
Educational Institutions: Environmental Science Digital Collection from the University of North Texas [http://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/ESDC/browse/?display=gird](http://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/ESDC/browse/?display=gird)

**meta-crs**

**Google Books:**

Specific Citation:
   Available from http://digital.library.unt.edu/govdocs/crs/data/2005/upl-meta-

Baur, Donald C., and William Robert Irvin. The Endangered Species Act: Law, Policy, and
Perspectives. [Chicago, Ill.]: Section of Environment, Energy, and Resources, American
Bar Association, 2002. 64. Print.


Beinart, Peter. The Good Fight: Why Liberals--and Only Liberals--can Win the War on Terror and

Jaycox, Lisa. How Schools Can Help Students Recover from Traumatic Experiences: a Tool-kit for
Supporting Long-term Recovery. Santa Monica, CA: Rand Gulf States Policy Institute,
2006. 66. Print.

Specific citation:
Williams, E. D. 2005. Hurricane Katrina and Rita: Addressing the Victims’ Mental Health
and Substance Abuse Treatment Needs: CRS Report to Congress. Available online
at http://digital.library.unt.edu/govdocs/crs//data/2005/upl-meta-crs-
7506/RS22292_2005Oct05.pdf?PHPSESSID=9102cb139ee7f79dd8540599c93f0b
58.

Ruiz, Vásquez Juan Carlos., Correal Olga. Illera, and Zuluaga Viviana. Manrique. La Tenue Línea
De La Tranquilidad: Estudio Comparado Sobre Seguridad Ciudadana Y Policía. Bogotá:

Smith, Mark W. Disrobed: the New Battle Plan to Break the Left's Stranglehold on the Courts.

Stolley, Kathy S., and Vern L. Bullough. The Praeger Handbook of Adoption. Vol. 2. Westport, CT:

Field, Marilyn J., and Alan M. Jette. The Future of Disability in America. Washington, DC:

Gardner, Hall. Averting Global War: Regional Challenges, Overextension, and Options for

Gieler, Wolfgang. Die Aussenpolitik Der Staaten Afrikas: Ein Handbuch : Ägypten Bis
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*Specific Citation:*  

*Specific Citation:*  

**Google Scholar:**


**Academic Search Complete:**


Specific Citation:

United States, Office of War Information Poster No. 58, Division of Public Inquiries (US Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, 1943),


**Google Scholar:**


**Academic Search Complete:**

**UNT Music Library:**

**Google Books:**


**JSTOR:**


**University of North Texas Music Library**

**Google Books:**


**Google Scholar:**


**JSTOR:**


**UNT Archives:**

**Google Books:**


**Google Scholar:**


**University of North Texas Archives**

*Google Books:*


Pate, J'Nell L. *America's Historic Stockyards: Livestock Hotels.* Fort Worth, TX: TCU, 2005. 171. Print.


**Google Scholar:**


**JSTOR:**

**UNT Rare Books and Texana:**

**UNT Rare Books**

**Google Books:**


**University of North Texas Rare Books**

**Google Books:**
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University of North Texas Media Library

Google Books:
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